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Two stories in one:
1. Curator recommendation


• A problem our lab is excited about


2. Fairness-aware recommendation in the context of multi-
aspect datasets (modeled as a tensor)


• Related paper in CIKM 2018 next month in Italy


• “Fairness-Aware Tensor-Based Recommendation,” by 
Zhu et al.



Information Curators





Personalized Music Curator Recommendation

ABSTRACT
We propose a framework for personalized music curator recom-
mendation to connect users with curators who have matching
taste. Three unique features of the proposed framework are: (i) a
crowd-based embeddings approach to capture inter-track agree-
ment, rather than single track audio features, resulting in models
of music tracks that pair well together; (ii) models of curator style
that capture the coverage and range of di�erent curators for char-
acterizing their individual style; and (iii) a novel neural pairwise
ranking model for personalized music curator recommendation that
naturally incorporates both track-based embeddings and curator
style models. Through experiments over a Spotify dataset, we �nd
the proposed framework results in a 20.5% and 5.7% improvement
in top-k F1 score compared to state-of-the-art baselines, and in a
24.9% and 21.4% improvement in the cold start scenarios.

1 INTRODUCTION
Information curators serve as conduits to high-quality curated con-
tent, providing unique specialized expertise and access to novel
contents. For example, Pinterest users can curate links and images,
leading to thematic “boards” on topics like Recipes and Fashion.
Similarly, Flipboard provides a platform for users to curate news
and articles. And music streaming services like Spotify allow users
to create and share playlists containing combinations of individ-
ual tracks. Indeed, the power of human curation can serve as a
signi�cant component of modern recommender systems [25].

In this paper, we focus on one prominent type of curators –
these music curators who compose playlists. Compared to many so-
cial networks where users often share personally created contents
(e.g., Flickr, Instagram) and follow others based on friendship (e.g,
Facebook), music curation platforms connect users to others who
match their tastes or personal preferences [13, 42]. That is, users
often follow not a personality but that curator’s style of �ltering,
aggregating, and selecting tracks for providing a personalization
layer to help users manage vast amounts of information. For ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows how in Spotify each user can be a curator
and can follow other users with an interesting curating style and
taste. Playlist curation is especially important in music streaming
services; a recent report indicates that around 50% of Spotify’s 100
million users listen to human-curated playlists [36].

And yet, identifying personally-relevant curators is challeng-
ing, with many existing methods focusing on �nding highly-rated,
popular, or nearby (in the social graph) curators [12, 27, 32]. For
example, Spotify recommends veri�ed featured curators with high
popularity or friends on Facebook. However, since everyone can
be a curator on these platforms, there are many long-tail candi-
date curators who may be invisible to most users. So how can we
connect users with potentially interesting music curators? Many
previous works focus on recommending speci�c items, like music
[7, 10, 37], images [11, 13, 30], and videos [2, 8]. But curators are
complex amalgamations of playlists, tracks, and unique styles. For
example, some curators may focus on rock music and also curate

Figure 1: Music Curation-based Social Network

lots of 90s music, while others focus on genres only (like rock, jazz,
country), time periods (like 80s, 90s), emotions (like happy, excited,
romance), scenes for listening (like workout, party, road trip), and
so on.

Hence, in this paper we propose a neural personalized Music
Curator Ranking (MCR) framework to uncover the curators which
may suit the user’s needs and taste. Three unique features of the
proposed framework are:

• A crowd-based embeddings approach to capture inter-track
agreement, rather than single track audio features, resulting
in models of music tracks that pair well together;

• Models of curator style that capture the coverage and range
of di�erent curators for characterizing their individual style;
and

• A novel neural pairwise ranking model for personalized
music curator recommendation that naturally incorporates
both track-based embeddings and curator style models.

Through experiments over a Spotify dataset, we �nd the pro-
posed framework results in a 20.5% and 5.7% improvement in top-k
F1 score compared to state-of-the-art baselines Bayesian Personal-
ized Ranking (BPR) model and Neural Personalized Ranking (NPR)
model, and in a 24.9% and 21.4% improvement in cold start scenarios.

2 RELATED WORK
We highlight several lines of research that inform our work here.

Music Recommendation and Playlist Generation.Many stud-
ies have focused on music feature extraction and recommendation
[5, 19, 34, 35, 37, 38]. There are �exible methods to learn the rep-
resentations of music tracks. The conventional Music Information
Retrieval (MIR) constructs a dictionary for each audio frame. By
counting di�erent “words” in a song, they can generate the bag-of-
words vector representation for music [4, 18]. Instead of obtaining
latent factors of songs with music usage data, Van den Oord et al.
[37] applied a deep convolutional neural network to analyze music
audio and generate latent factors for music tracks.

As with the growth in various online music services and music
streaming platforms, researchers have paid attention to music rec-
ommendation, especially for music continuation and automated
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Sensitive Information Extraction
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Finally: Remove the sensitive dimensions!
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As a result: Fairness-aware recommendation based only on non-sensitive dimensions.
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Experiments: Setup
• Approaches:


• Ordinary Tensor Completion (OTC)


• Regularization-Based Tensor Completion (RTC)


• (variation of Kamishima et al.’s matrix-based approach)


• Fairness-Aware Tensor Completion (FT, our method)


• as well as matrix-versions of each (OMC, RMC, FM)


• Metrics:


• Quality: Precision@k, Recall@k, and F1@k


• Fairness: 


• Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to test for the equality of two distributions


• Absolute difference between the mean ratings of different groups (MAD)



Experiments: Data
• Data: Twitter “expert” dataset


• 589 users


• 252 experts (curators)


• 10 topics


• Sensitive attribute: 


• Race (using the Face++ API on user images)



Results: Recommendation Quality

• Regularization-based 
approaches (RMC, 
RTC) add fairness but 
lose recommendation 
quality


• Our approach (FT, FM) 
performs about the 
same as non-fair OTC


• (good news: on other 
datasets, similar 
results!)



Results: Fairness (KS)

• Our approach (FT, FM) 
yields the most similar 
distributions (lowest 
KS = most “fair”)


• Non-fair methods 
(OMC, OTC) suffer 
here


• Regularization-based 
approach (RTC) 
performs pretty well 
(but at cost of 
sacrificing quality)



Results: Fairness (MAD)

• Similar results as 
we saw with KS!



Next steps
• Domain: Curators —> other domains (ongoing work), richer 

models of curators, …


• Method: Fairness-Aware Tensor Recommendation


• Statistical parity: overly strict and not necessarily aligned with 
what we would expect of a fair recommender —> Exploring how 
we define recommendation fairness (lots of related work in the 
classification literature + a growing rec literature)


• “Quality” vs “Fairness” is not quite the right way to think about it


• Tensors offer lots of advantages, but could be limiting in how we 
view the problem


• Exploring neural architectures (of course), adversarial 
models, …
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